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Dedication

 For all those who, like me, breathe through poetry
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About the author

 The author, David Liebermann, was born on March

25, 1972 in Brussels, Belgium. Of Jewish origin, the

young poet begins to write around the age of 13-14

years. Deeply marked by the divorce of his parents,

it depicts the passages made of shadow and light

who have so far lit up his life.

A rich life in events and emotions that will bring him

to cross borders and settle, at the beginning of the

90s, in Ashdod, Israel.

Back home, today man is stronger and more sure of

himself. Feelings that push him to communicate ...

with the whole world!

In 2003 he found the soul mate who will lead him

once moreover to cross the borders and to settle in

Bucharest in Romania at the beginning of 2004. 

During the pandemic, the author start to write more

often letting the inspiration guiding him. Even if he

thought about it for a while, it is from the beginning

of 2023 that the author found the courage and start

to write also in English.
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 Be a father

It is not easy to be a father

You must be firm and strong

You navigate in trouble weather

And hope to not be wrong

You are the pillars of the family

An example to follow

Keep straight the line of duty

Even if your choice are narrow

During the time of storm

You have to keep your calm

Be sure everyone is warm

And happy under the palm

It is hard to be a dad

You need to show the way

Even if it make you sad

They is no other way

You need to let some space

For the child to grow free

To visit all kind of place

Even if you disagree

Let it do some mistakes

He will learn from them

Be there and do what it takes

To not be affected by them

Sure, you will have conflict

But know how to forgive him

Otherwise you going to be sick
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And you may lose him

Remember all your feelings

When you think of your child

Your love has no ending

Show it to him and smile

11.07.2023
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 Close your eyes

Close your eyes and start walking

Follow your steps, breath and listen

To the sound and his surroundings

The air pass and whispering

The story of the world you imagine

Close your eye and let the wind

Kindly caressing your skin

Listen to the kids that are playing

And to the birds that are singing

All will sound so amazing

Close your eye and feel your heart

That beat everyday as new

His like the mechanism of a car

That runs perfectly for you

Close your eye and be grateful

For the day that is in front of you

Enjoy the moment and be playful

With the one who loves you

Always be aware and careful

Because their love is so beautiful.

Close your eye and breath in silence

Enjoy this time passing with yourself

Take out all the dirt and the shells

That your mine has been built as a fence

Now is the time to let it be

And finally be happy.

06.04.2023
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 The way

I wandering along the way

Thinking about what you say

That truth couldn't be better

And it is a bit bitter

All I wanted from you

Is to have your arm around me

But you did not have a clue

Or didn't want to see

I will stay in my sorrow

Until you will finally realise

That for us, it is a tomorrow

Give it a chance to harmonised

Our heart are fit for each other

Do not fight against the wave

Let just be together

Enjoy the way of the brave.

12.11.2022
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 Feeling the growth

Writing till you diving

Feeling all her power

Even when you are crying

Or falling from the tower

Get it all out of your spirit

transforming a sad thought

Don't give up and beat it

You may win a good thought

See what is coming

It might be what you need

Be careful of the warning

And plants some new seeds

They will grow in your memories

Sealing a partnership with love

Reaping some new stories

That will show you true love

19.07.2023
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 I forgot myself

I forgot myself

And let me perish

I put my health on a shelf

And somehow I vanish

I lost the track

And can't find me

Can I come back

To finally see

I hurt my body

By not taking care of it

I do feel sorry

Hoping that I can fix it

I need to find the power

To change the things up

I can't get any lower

It is time to wake up

Gathering all the energies

To organise myself finally

Finding the resource in me

To beat all the negativity

And once more be happy

28.07.2023
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 Friend support

I was tired but needed to write

To tell you that I am grateful

Of you bumping into my life

To make all things less painful

When I have difficulties,

I think about what you would say

About the wonderful ideas

That you gave to me on the way

Putting on the paper my thoughts

Ease my mind for a while

I can better think what I saw

And maybe even smile

It is good to have a friend like you

With whom I can be open

To know that I can trust you

Allow me to not getting broken

Thank you for what you do

Bringing peace like the symbolic dove

You are the impossible true

That stands for friendship and love .

09.08.2023
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 Disclosure

Waiting for something

That was promised

Then discover those little thing

That make you realised

You need to do more compromised

Try to take the best of it

And be happy about it

But deep inside you know

You have been hit by an arrow

And you have to buried your sorrow

Try to continue to smile

And  do the extra mile

That will bring you closer

Of becoming a composer

So just give it a try

Who knows what it will brings

Let the unknown make his disclosure

Do not forget where you begin

And jump in to the future

It will be phenomenal for sure.

02.04.2023
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 Embrace the change

Just a few days more

And another cycle will end

Put the bad memories in the store

And throw the key at the end

Keep in mind the good things

That happen during this year

Enjoy the perfection of the rings

And start to dance without fear

Bring up your best energie

To start the new wave

Play loud the boogie

And get out of the cave

Celebrate what you accomplish

And bury your mistakes

Just keep the learning in flourish

And give you a break

Let finish in beauty

And close the page

Make room for the newly

That come at that stage

Be open to new adventures

That will come for sure

Be ready for the challenge

And embrace the change

The year to come will be great

If you put your mind into it

Do not be afraid
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And just dive into it.

29.12.2022
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 Adoptive parents

I was hurt and lost

When I arrived there

I had to travel at low cost

And just sit on a chair

The place was beautiful

You could hear the birds singing

It was for me restful

And could hear myself thinking

A fresh start was offer to me

To try to heal and grow

I was offering some tea

And some juice and straw

Later on I received a family

They were full of smiles and joy

Without hesitation they welcome me

This teenager a bit destroy

They show me the other way

The way full of understanding

Where you can hear what you say

And at the end still standing

I finally could feel that I belong

That happiness can be in my life

I can recovery and be strong

It was time to let down my knifes

To discover the beauty of a family

To enjoy every moment

To leave at last happily
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Without hearing any comments

I could learn and discover

Because I had new parents

That help me recover

By been there and present

They offer me a home

I was one of they own

I felt that I have a home

Where I can finish to grow

They give love unconditionally

I could leave down my defends

And enjoy to be part of a family

This time I could stop to pretend

As my healing coming to the end

I can look backwards and say thanks

To this family who give me love

And was supportive on the road I drove

Thank you that you opened the door

Thank you for the love you give to me

You have giving me a core

That will always be with me.

26.01.2023
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 Be strong

I don't know how you feel

And hopefully I'll never know.

I can just imagine the pain you feel

That brings you to the tears I saw

I wish I could have the magic

That will erase that sickness

It is unfair for you to be sick

And I am drowning in sadness

I wish I could give you courage

To get throw those hard days

To split the pain and the rage

And send them far away

I know it is easy to say

But you need to be strong

There is no other way

To have a future where you belong

I need you to be by my side

To raise the fruit of our love

It is difficult and the task is wide

But he need both of our love

As difficult as it is for the moment

You need to fight as a superhero

To get over this bad instant

And be for your family a hero

Do not overthinking

Just go to the battlefield

You need to beat that thing
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And start to recover and heal

You are not alone to struggle

Even if it is an hard track

We are all in this trouble

And will help you to get back

Listen to your heart reactions

And feel in you, our love

Even with his imperfections

You are the centre of this love

And the core of our affection.

So fight and be strong

To continue to build the way

With all the right and all the wrong

It is a beautiful ride anyway.

22.06.2023
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 Connecting

Connecting with my past

To heal my thoughts

Connecting at last

To bring peace to my soul

Remembering the good moments

And forgive the bad memories

Thanks for every instant

That gives me some glories

Be graceful for the love I received

Even if it was for shorts duration

Forgot when I was deceived

And look at it with condescension

Leave on with happiness

That give me satisfaction

Keep smiling regardless

Of the tought objection

Have faith in myself

Because I am worthy

Not hiding in the shelf

Getting out and be happy.

29.01.2023
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 Finding

Finding your match

That will be perfect for you

Looking for a catch

That will complete you

Finding the piece of joy

That you search for so long

Do not think it can be a toy

Because it will not stay long

Open yourself to the world

Even if you can be hurt

You may find the pearl

That warm you has a fur

It is time to find the one for you

That will complete your life

That will always be there for you

And bring love into your life.

17.02.2023
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 Gathering

Gathering together around the table

Catching up with your latest news

Laughing as much you are able

And forgetting that you had the blues

Make some new friends

While you catching up

Make some weekends plans

And even some back up

Listening to the melody

And even start dancing

Showing off your flexibility

While they all singing

Have a night of relaxation

Open up for some new adventure

Every moment enjoying the sensation

And getting more secure

Let your heart leading

Get it out all those feelings

Trust for once your instincts

Before they'll go extinct

Finally losing up more

And go with the flow

Get in the centre of the core

At the end of the slow

And let new friendships grow.

14.05.2023
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 Good morning bird?s

Good morning to the bird's

That song the joy of the new day

They don't tell with words

But it is magic what they says

Hearing them when you walk

Bring a warm feeling in your heart

You smile and your memory recall

The day when you were a star

Your face turn a bit sad

But that stays wouldn't last long

Just listen and feel glad

That the story is still young

Those birds play a melody

That fill you with hope

No place for melancholy

Just grip the rope

Stand up and let it be

Do not over thinking

Raise and be free

To take a new beginning

31.03.2023
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 Hard to sleep

My sleep went missing

I don't know where

I am not lying

I search everywhere

I was nevertheless tired

And yet it didn't show up

It is like to have flat tire

And no help coming up

I had a thousand thought

That didn't want to go away

At the beginning it was aughts

But then, didn't move up his way

I tried everything I knew

Reading and counting

Tried even something new

Meditation and breathing

I have to bring my last resources

To be able to get rid of them

I need to go to the sources

And write all of them

To finally be free 

My mind in peace

I can look at the three

And fall asleep in peace.

16.08.2023
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 I am what I am

I have doubts

I have fears

I have sought

I have tears

I need to see

I need to feel

I need the key

To be real

I have the toughness

I have the power

I have the craziness

I have the tower

I am my happiness

I am my wiliness

I am what I am

And the love is in me

25.05.2023
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 It is time for me

It is time for me

To take care of myself

To let the others be

And fill out my shelf

I was devoted to them

But I can't fight anymore

It is time for me to let them

See what they can do more

If I want to resist the adversity

I need to get myself together

Rebuild and become healthy

To finally getting better

Concentrate on what to do

Make plan and stick with it

Follow my heart, that will do

For a start that should be it

Then slowly getting stronger

In the body and in my mind

It should have been happened earlier

But I was too patient and kind

I thought that I can save them

But they don't want to

I have wasting my energy on them

And I became sicker too

It has come the time for me

To focus on getting well

To release the healer in me
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And listen to the bells

From this moment I am that I am

From the beginning till the end

I will prevail who I am

And will be healthy at the end.

19.08.2023
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 It was a time

I remember the time

Where I found adventure

Even if it was in my mind

It felt like having an armure

I could play outside for hours

All kinds of beautiful games

Never been bored of the flowers

Even if they looks the same

Going with my bike on the road

Enjoying the scenery that I saw

Pretending that I arrive abroad

And letting carrying by the flow

Looking up into the sky

Admiring the sun under the tree

Wondering if I could fly

And be completely free

Remembering those memories

Of a time without worries 

Bring me happy thoughts 

In those moment of doubt.

27.08.2023
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 Looking at the sky

Looking at the sky

Seeing beyond the stars

Feeling like you fly

While doing a par

Floating until the cloud

Looking down the earth 

Feeling somehow proud

To be part of the rebirth

Moving like a bird

And see the wonder

Has the nature gird

The elements to be greater

Feeling the aura

That go threw everything

Smelling the flora

And finally knowing

You are kind of wise

Seeing through the creation

You can go and rise

Trying to fix the situation

Step by step to rebuild

The trust that was lost

Bringing all your skill

To regain the love at any cost

16.03.2023
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 More of you

I want more of you

In my life and in my soul

I feel to be close to you

In all season and by the fall

To feel your hands all over me

It is like a fireworks in my mind

It blow until it cover me

With your love that is so kind

You brought back my joy

My flame and my inspiration

It is like to be a little boy

That is full of aspirations

The world look like a rainbow

When I look into your eyes

I just want to go with the flow

And forgot how much I cry

The present looks brighter

Since I met you that day

I am no longer bitter

Since you fell down in my way. 

  

10.01.2023
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 Open your wings

Open your wings

For what the future brings

Open your heart to the unknown

It may help you grow on your own

Be an open mind

And not be blind

You would be surprise

And even start to rise

Let your spirit free

Of thought that retain you

For the moment let it be

And discover the new you

Live the moment with joy

Take it as a gift of happiness

Brake the wall you build as a boy

And forever forget the sadness.

21.01.2023
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 Enjoy life

Let your body feel

The energy surrounding

Open your heart to heal

And make some discovering

Let your mind go free

And enjoy the moment

Just leave and let it be

And become present

Break the jail you are in

The mind need freedom

Let the other get in

And help you to become

Forget all the rules

That restraint you

If you wish act as a fool

If that what you feel too

No judgement will be make

Just accept who you are

Allow you to have a break

Of the perceptions that are

Just enjoy the flow

Go completely loose

Just trust and grow

No need to choose

Let the beat guide you

Let it go behind and above

Giving and receiving too
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The warm energy of love.

18.09.2023
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 Open

You find the key of my soul

And didn't hesitate to open it

I am not anymore in controls

I just have to face it

You take out my memories

To heal some of them

You told me they are no worries

They are not to be condemned

You make me work on myself

To remember and forgive

It is time to meet myself

To be able to grow and live

As the time past

I open like a flower

And discover at last

That I am in power

As I discover more of me

I start to be more comfortable

I finally can be me

I see what I am capable

You changed my life forever

By digging and trusting me

I saw that I can be better

And for now, I am feeling free

Thank you for listening

And help me to understand

To face my past and feeling
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For me to be able to stand

Continue to spread your magic

And heal the one who needs

With you, no more traffic

Just the road to succeed

05.02.2023
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 In contact

Be in contact with yourself

Do not be afraid to feel

Stop hiding behind the shelfs

And start to be real

Let the sentiment breathe

Be proud of whatever will be

Don't be afraid of your seethe

Embrace it to be free

Your emotion can guide you

Finding someone who listens

The instinct is here for you

Just let it simply happen

Bring back the life In you

Do not overthinking

Just get the bad out of you

And start dancing

Look at the peaceful way

That bring smile in your face

Let the bad thoughts go away

And regain your rightful place.

22.09.2023
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 Day of forgiveness

Forgive the one you don't know

And ask him to forgive you

Do it like it was your last slow

And listen like you care too

Forgive to your friends

They really deserved it

Not always easy to stand

Helping you taking the heat

Forgive your family too

As they are by your side

Picking up the piece of you

Even if you try to hide

Mostly forgive yourself

For the hard time you had

Leave the bad feelings on the shelf

And stop being mad

Find the empathy to forgive

Uprising some new ways

It is finally time to give

And let behind the old ways

24.09.2023
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 Poem

The beauty of inspiration

Is to travel your imagination

No need for much concentration

Just let it come without restriction

The words pushing in your head

Only need a bit of arrangement

Sort it out as long as you in bed

For them to be magnificent

Let them appear on the paper

To slowly form the sentence

The rhymes are laying down better

One by one with patience

At the end you write beautifully

This poem that came out from you

You read those verse finally

It is amazing and it is so true.

15.01.2023
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 A break from the dark

During the storm

A small light appears

Where we forgot

The heaviness of life

We was able to breath

And to enjoy our stay

It feels so great

To have a normal day

We could even laugh

And do some plans

Like our sorrows was gone

And the future was bright

It was a nice break

Into our darkness

A small light of paradise

And a hope for the future

We made some new friends

That show us it is possible

To have a full recovery

With patience and love.

02.10.2023
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 A break from the dark

During the storm

A small light appears

Where we forgot

The heaviness of life

We was able to breath

And to enjoy our stay

It feels so great

To have a normal day

We could even laugh

And do some plans

Like our sorrows was gone

And the future was bright

It was a nice break

Into our darkness

A small light of paradise

And a hope for the future

We made some new friends

That show us it is possible

To have a full recovery

With patience and love.

02.10.2023
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 Not easy

My heart is beating

My mind go crazy

I have all those feelings

That do not make it easy

I want to join him there

But I have to give him space

It is time to let him some air

And let him explore the place

.

He grows up so quickly

I didn't see the time pass

I have to trust him finally

I know he have class

I will not rush to him

Even if I want too

I give my way a trim

And cut off my goo

That is the right thing

That a father can do

He need to learn and think

To become a man too.

08.10.2023
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 Power up

I am falling

Deeper and deeper

I didn't expect that feeling

And surely not that sooner

The worrying has fill my mind

The nightmare start to appear

My life is coming to the end

And it meet all my fears

The stress and the courage

Let place to the tiredness

All my power and my rage

Disappear in the thickness

My force is leaving me

And yet I need to fight back

The battlefield in front of me

Just show up on the track

I need to pull up my last resources

To stand up until the fight is over

Show her that I can be the source

And becoming her main power

Finding deep inside me

The energy to stand up

Becoming the colonne I should be

For her to continue to wake up

This fight isn't fair

For me or for her

But we unite as a pair
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That make our power

Breath once more to the sources

And switch to the positive

I will find in me the resources

That will bring hope to live

I know I can do it

She is strong. I see it

Together we will be fine

Because our love is divine.

02.08.2023
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 I deserve

I deserve to feel

I deserve to live

To go over the hill

And be happy too

I am a human being

I have the right to love

To like another soul

And wanting to be above

I need to get my emotions

Getting out without restriction

Letting the sentiment in the open

And show my true affection

I need for once to feel

And let it overwhelm me

To be really who I am

And stop lying to me

I need to run free

Bringing down all the walls

Escape the prison around me

Getting my head out of the hole

I allow myself to feel

I allow myself to live

Passing the hill

And be finally me.

28.10.2023
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 Realized

I hoped that you open your eyes

That you finally see that you need help

But it seems now that he was just a lie

And you don't want to get further help

I did want to believe in you

Because I want to be with you

But I have to be realistic

You just want to play tricks

Did you even know what you want

Or if you are living in a truth

I do not have a magic wand

That can do miracles, that is true

You say you got scared

But it was not scary enough

Otherwise you wouldn't dare

Throwing all the chances you got

I am trying to not fall

And you just do not see

Will I make it to the fall

Or I will drown into the sea

Maybe it is time for you to realise

that you are hurting your loved ones

That you alone are penalize

By being unbarable to any one.  

  

So maybe you should wake up 

And do the right thing for a change 

Go to face your fear and stand up 
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I'll be waiting when you'll get out of your cage. 

  

04.08.2023
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 Recovery

The body remind you

That we need to be united

The health telling you

That we can't be separated

What is in your mind

Make you growth every day

Do not try to be blind

It will make you bleed and pay

You'll have to concentrate

And go deep inside you

Breathing and get detoxicate

Of the disease that catches you

Bring the one close to you

To connect their spirit with you

Feel they love healing your body

And their devotion bringing recovery

Wake up as a new persons

The sickness has left you

There are no more reason

To not rise as the new you.

18.02.2023
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 Reunion

What a wonderful thing

When we can feel the pleasure

To see the joy that he brings

When he returns from leisure

We can feel the Happiness

When the reunion is here

Between us not more stress

Just the joy to be here

Father and son bound

Is stronger than ever

Even if he growing up

The love is there forever

30.07.2023
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 Rise up

The sadness visit me today

Remembering the sad day

That was a long time ago

And with difficulty  I let it go

I have once again to fight

And find where is the light

I know that the demons are back

But I am not ready to pack

Let's find the best moment

To lift up the sentiment

To switch to positive idea

And leave the sorrow under the three

Rise up to the happiness

Forget the time of loneliness

Smile and enjoy what will be

The future is up to me. 

  

23.03.2023
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 Searching

I need to tell you

That life is not over

I am still looking for you

Even if It will take forever

Deep inside your sadness

Is hiding a peace of happiness

That just asks to be discovered

And have enough to be tired

I need to find the right direction

To help you unveil the light,

To shine as a resurrection

And become again bright

I really hope to succeed

Bringing you back to me

To provide what you need

To survive for you and me.

06.09.2023
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 A long way

It was a long way

Arriving to know me

Still thinking about that day

When all was lost for me

Looking up for hope

I found a line of light

Like a thin rope

bringing brightness at the site

I fight all my thoughts

And struggle to be me

Someone help me to see

That there are goods in me

I can be at ease finally

Putting away all the knifes

Writing out what bothers me

Brought serenity into my life

I am grateful to my friends

That support all my nonsense

Making through one day at the time

And not losing my mind

I embrace all the changes

That brings me another chance

Putting the puzzle into one piece

And at the end, getting me peace

19.11.2023
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 Support

Trying to keep floating

Until the end of the day

To let things happening

And having no words to say

Feeling the emptiness

That grows into your mind

Fighting the sadness

That makes you blind

Every single moment

That you succeed to smile

It is a win over the enrollment

And you can do the extra mile

The road to your peaceful place

Is a rollercoaster full of surprises

But do not take it as a race

Because the fall will be your prizes

Navigate as the wind blow

Enjoy the scenery in front of you

Let the positive spirit grow

And cover the pits for you

Bring some friends to help you

Fighting the dark thoughts

You will see the one that are true

And the one who was bought

And when the sky will be clearer

Thanks them from all your heart

Because you are now happier
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They have won a place apart

In your mind and in your heart.

25.04.2023
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 I want to feel

I want to feel alive

I want to feel the pain

I need to see my limit

I need to feel sane

Bring me those feelings

Help me to break my shell

To realize all that meaning

And finally liberate the spell

Release my mind from the darkness

Set free the spirit of adventure

Blow away all the sadness

And light up the future

I want to feel your love

I need to feel your friendship

I need to see your support

As I getting to the port

Let discover together

What lays on the way

Trying might be clever

Nothing to lose anyway

Let step into the unknown

And live our life for real

Putting behind what we know

And going forward to finally feel.

27.11.2023
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 Teachers

  

The spirit full of kindness

You wake up in the morning

You take a breakfast of happiness

For a day that will be challenging

You put in your backpack

All your knowledge

Do not forget your snack

To rest at the edge

They faces are lighting up

When you appear in the classroom

When you tell them to listen up

You won't hear a sound in the room

They listen very carefully

What you have to teach

And ask you carefully

To understand your speech

You succeed to bring happiness

During the time of your classes

Indifferent of the subject hardness

They willing to be ace's

You listen to them with patience

And explain as many time is needed

You cherish they perseverance

As they learn what is needed

The education that they got from you

Will accompany them all they live
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With love they will remember you

Because you help them to arrive

And have confidence in what they do.

29.04.2023
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 Set up your mind

It is interesting the way it's go

Surrendering to the beauty around

Catching the atmosphere also

And deciding to stay another round

The dreams are the source of idea

Running through the doors

Getting all your thoughts at sea

Enjoying the softness of the floor

It's amazing what we can do

When the mind is ready for it

We can be surprised to

As we discover how we did it

Fight for your free spirit

Do not let him be confined by walls

Be sure you are able to take the heat

And all the critics are going to fall.

06.01.2024
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 Hoping for the end

I hope it will end

The suffering of the soul

I hope it will end

The beating of the words

It makes me sad

All the situation

It makes me mad

To not have a solution

The sickness is the darkness

That brings desperation to you

I am here in your loneliness

Trying to be strong for me and you

It is hard for me too

To see you in this condition

My mind is trouble too

But I can't make any effusion

I don't know if I can resist

Much longer the pressure

I am trying to persist

And still be a together

I remember the good memories

That brings us joy and happiness

Finding the strength in those stories

To fight all those feelings of sadness

Love will find the way

To bring the souls at peace

Together is the only way
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That will be the mind at ease.

28.12.2023
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 I need you

I need to see you

To ease my heart

I need to talk to you

To free my mind

I am still vulnerable

Without your support

It feels like I scramble

And won't get to the port

Those moments with you

Are the real sensations

I am completely trusting you

It is an incredible connection

As I making progress

You concrete my thoughts

You may not be my mistress

But you never leave my thoughts

You remind me to be true

And trusting my soul

To not concede to the blue

And think about my goal

A friendship has ripe

A trust was created

It is a new ride

That is fully tested

I need to see you

I need to talk to you

Because I need a friend
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That I can trust till the end

03.02.2024
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 Journey

Looking into my memories

Feeling a rich history

There are good and bad to see

But all of them are harmony

Be grateful for what as past

If it was great or even wrong

No matter what was the last

All of that make me strong

I am pleased of what I become

The journey wasn't easy

I was sure this day will come

And proved I am not crazy

Life turn out to be kind

Happiness fill up my mind

It brings me new wings

Love is a powerful thing.

26.01.2024
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 Pushing limits

Pushing the walls

Further and further

Trying it all

Broke them with the hammer

Discover finally what you can do

Open your spirit to the new

Nobody will tell you what to do

Just go and change your view

Let the world know

That you are ready

To step to the unknown

Even if it sounds crazy

Leap into the void

And let it happen

You do not need to avoid

What can bring you to heaven

Be brave and let jump

Doing what you want to do

Nothing can be dumb

If you enjoy your life too

11.02.2024
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